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Why 
Coaching?

The Essence of Coaching is:

To help a person 
head towards the 
direction they want 
to GO!

To support a person 
at every level in 
becoming who they 
want to BE!

To build more 
self-awareness 
to empower Choice
and bring about Change!

Coaching helps people to learn rather than to teach them. 
Coaching unlocks a person’s potential to maximise their performance.

Coaching has traditionally been associated with Sports. As you would 
agree, every athlete has a coach. And every top athlete has a top coach 
as well.

Coaching is a partnership between coach and client. The coach helps 
the client to achieve their personal best and to produce the results 
they want in their personal and professional lives.

Is this your calling to partner someone to become who they are meant 
to be?

YOU can become a Certified Coach today! Join us on this revolution to 
impact and influence millions of lives around the world.

This program has been life changing and brought forth new 
perspectives to my world. I’ve benefited from gaining awareness 
from my personal life discovery and subsequently a wide and 
enriching learning to the essentials of being a Coach.

Karen Chan
Women Empowerment Coach

When I first signed up to the CCC program, I wanted to become a 
better trainer, and coach. Most of my focus was about bettering 
myself. During the program, I realized that I desired to be “the bigger 
person” to help others to search for their life purpose.

Andrew Goh
Training Director

Testimonials 



3 Unique Characteristics
To Our CCC Program

#1. Practical & Engaging, 
not Overwhelming

Many other certifications 
believe in making it 
extremely tough for coaches 
to be certified.

We believe in designing a 
program that has the rigor 
of a highly impactful 
program and yet interactive 
and engaging, so you will 
enjoy the process and the 
practicality of it.

#2. Aligned to your Needs & 
Goals

Though coaches have the passion 
to make the world a better place, 
they have to get their purpose 
aligned with their needs and goals 
as well. Otherwise, they will often 
find themselves drifting through 
the certification journey and 
dropping out pre-maturely.

We help you get aligned right at 
the beginning to your core via 
check-ins during our weekly 
webinars to ensure you’re on track.

#3. Easy On-The-Go 
Learning & Interaction

The Catalyst Coaching 
Certification (CCC) is created on 
the foundation that our lives in 
the 21st Century are fluid and 
demanding, and hence we have 
crafted the learning into bite sizes.

The customized Easy On-The-Go 
Learning and Interaction allows 
for flexibility whilst provide you 
with the right support structure 
to successfully complete your 
journey.



A Certified Catalyst Coach

Join The Webinars

4 Easy Steps To Become 

Read The Modules

Practice Coaching

Testimonials 

Submit Assessments

There are so many things that I love about the Catalyst Coaching 
program, but if I really had to pick my top three, then the first is that 
it has been a transformative journey for me personally. It brought my 
16-year self-discovery journey to fruition by anchoring every single 
AHA moment into a tangible shift. Not to mention, new and amazing 
breakthroughs that have taken me to the next level.
K. Chitrah
Innovator

What I have valued in this program has been the seamless 
integration of “learning” and “doing”. Everything in this program has 
been intentionally crafted for us to apply toward a purposeful impact 
with our coachees. It has been an honour and privilege to learn 
under Coach Mel.
Rosaleen Goh
Youth Specialist



Program Outline

Level1
Coaching
Essentials

3 Topics 10 Topics 13 Topics 3 Topics

Level2
Core
Competencies
(CC)

Level3
Flow 5
C.O.A.C.H
Process

5 x
Coaching
Practicum
Sessions



About Us

MEL LEOW, MCC
Catalyst Coach Founder

In 2013, Coach Mel attended a social enterprise global conference at Kanthari (Kerala, India) – an international 
institute for social change. Little did he know, that event would change his life.

At Kanthari, he met young budding social entrepreneurs who had come from many nations of Africa to be 
trained as agents of change for the communities they desired to serve. This became the Catalyst that birth this 
movement. Mel continues to work with these amazing social history-makers in Nigeria and Zimbabwe, and the 
story continues… 

In essence, Catalyst / kat(ə)list / stands for a person or thing that precipitates an event or change. In short, a 
conduit of transformation. 

Mel believes “everyone needs a coach… not just high achieving executives”.

If you are a team leader, a manager, a teacher, a pastor or even a parent, coaching skills will help you inspire 
and influence the people under your care.

Catalyst is on a Mission to Equip 10,000 Coaches over the next 20 years – who will in turn Ignite 10 Million to 
reach their full potential.

Are you ready to be a force of good to impact your world?

Embarking on the CCC program has been a rollercoaster journey! 
I was already familiar with coaching before, but this course 
opened my eyes to a richer understanding and application of 
coaching with the many coaching models and tools.

Kimberly Koh
Trainer

I learnt that when coaching, two things are key “to listen actively” 
and “to ask the right questions”. Both of which I gained at a deeper 
level through this amazing program. The lessons I have learnt are 
priceless. I highly recommended this program!

Alex Soh
Pastor

Testimonials 



As the CCC is a “Fully-Online” program, you can enrol and begin learning immediately. You will be sent login details after going 
through our payment portal, to commence the programat your own pace from wherever you are in the world – whether at home, at 
work or even on your holiday or retreat.

Q A

When can I enrol?

The CCC program provides you with the skills and in-depth knowledge to kick off your career and journey as a life coach.

The CCC program covers a broad spectrum of aspects of learning from positive and cognitive psychology, human motivation and 
behaviour, NLP, universal models and advanced adult learning theories. It imparts to you the essentials and core competencies of 
Coaching, to the more advanced Coaching techniques, with right amount of contextual application into everyday life situations and 
workplace scenarios.

Q A

What’s the CCC all
about?

The CCC program is delivered “Fully-Online” by Coaches from APIC and Catalyst. As a student, you will have access to all learning 
materials via our user-interface system. You have access to a team of past alumni Coaches and Mentor Coach, and support 
administrator to assist you throughout your program via email and chatrooms.

You will have access to the user-interface system for 1 Year from the date of sign up and are required to complete your program 
successfully within that similar given time period (1 Year maximum). After that time, there will be a monthly administrative charge for 
every month of extension.

Q A

How is the course
run?

We currently use ZOOM for all of our “Live” Coaching Webinars and Coaching Practicum Sessions. All “Live” sessions are recorded, 
and you will have access to all of the resources via our user-interface system. You may even choose to download all of the audio, 
video and pdf materials for your personal use and learning.

Q A

Where are the 
webinars run?

It is not Rocket Science to graduate with flying colours from this competency-based Catalyst Coach Certification (CCC) Program.

All it takes is a little bit of Resilience, Perseverance and Will-Power to PUSH forward to thefinish line; one webinar, one blog and one 
coaching conversation at a time.

Here are the requirements to complete your program;
 
Attend ALL 26 “Live” web-torials which lasts approximately 1.5 hours each
Write / Record your Learning, Insights & Applications on a Blog / Vlog for Assessment 
Participate in ALL 5 Coaching Practicum sessions (with Feedback / Feedforward from your Mentor Coach)
Complete 10 x Coaching sessions (as Coach) and 5 x Coaching sessions (as a Coachee)
Once you complete all of the above successfully, you Graduate!!!

Q A

How to do I Graduate?

Frequently Asked Questions



There is no better 
time than NOW

Sign Up Today
Contact us at
https://catalystcoach.live/contact/


